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Story Of A Boy
Between the Trees

Between The Trees
Story Of A Boy

Key: B

Tuning: Standard EADGBe

Chords used:
B -   x24442
E -   022100
G#m - 466444
F# -  244322
Ebm - x68876
C#m - x46654
A -   x02220

Verse 1:
         B
i was in love or at least i 
thought i was i had the funny feeling
       E
in the pit of my stomach wen my 
                         G#m  F#
fingers started tingling everytime
   E              B
we kissed but the problem wasnt kissing
it was that it happend much too want to
G#m
neither of us woahh nooo
    E
the best was made for part and this
F#
broke my heart 

Refrain:
        E           F#
but the pain had to heal 
      G#m        Ebm
and i had to get back
      E           F#
up if she was for real i
G#m                 F#
know shes worth the fuss



Chorus 1:
E
this is the story of
  F#              G#m F#
a boy who fell in love 
E
  this is the story of
  F#            G#m Ebm
a boy who grows up
E                      F#
this is the story of a boy who 
        G#m F# E
fell in love 
    F#
the man he becomes

Interlude: B

Verse 2:
      B
which led me to a life of love 
                      E
and never in-loveable i would 
leave affection was the only 
                  G#m       F#
connection i could make with those
  E          B
i used but i gotta take this heart
and make it change for the
      G#m
better by letting go of her 
               E
i am moving on darling look out
                    F#
below cuz there s a lot to let go
 

(Repeat Refrain)

Chorus 2:
E
this is the story of
  F#              G#m F#
a boy who fell in love 
E
  this is the story of
  F#            G#m Ebm
a boy who grows up
E
this is the story of



  F#              G#m F#
a boy who fell in love 
E
  this is the story of
  F#            G#m Ebm
a boy who grows up

Interlude: C#m--B/Eb--E--F#-- x2

Bridge:
    C#m
she tells me that im her only 
        B/Eb
one and loves the man
that i ve become
   E              F#
despite the boy i was but
C#m
all it wants this tip toward
           A
love? it s bigger than
                   B
the both of us and greater 
                    Ebm
than lifes greatest rush

Chorus 3:
E
this is the story of
  F#              G#m F#
a boy who fell in love 
E
  this is the story of
  F#            G#m Ebm
a boy who grows up
E                      F#
this is the story of a boy who 
        G#m F# E
fell in love 
    F#       E    G#m F# E Ebm G#m F#
the man he becomes

Interlude: E--Ebm--G#m--F#-- x2

Outro:
E
this is the story 



     F#
of a boy who
        G#m F#
fell in love 
E
this is the story 
       F#       B(hold)
of the man he becomes 


